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Abstract 
A series of experiments on the ionization of noble gases by noble 
gas atoms is described. The results obtained are the following: 
l. Preliminary results by Beeck shl'.YW'ing little velocity depend-
ence for ionization of argon by argon ntomo botwoon 50 and 120 
volts, and showing an ionization of neon by argon atoms in this 
energy range are found to be due to seoondary effects, principal-
ly due to argon radiation. 
2. Positive evidence for the ionization of one noble gas by atoms 
of another is given for argon atoms bombarding neon, krypton, and 
xenon. 
3. The inset potentials for ionization of the above combinations 
are measured, and are believed to be comparable in accuracy to 
those measured by other methods, since the measured value for ar-
gon in argon (48 volts) agrees with that of the best previous 
work. The values found are: argon in neon, approximately 130 
volts; argon in krypton, 50 volts; argon in xenon, 55 volts. 
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Introduction 
The ionization of gases by neutral atoms has been a subjeot of study 
only for the past six years. At a meeting of the A.A.A.S. at the 
University of California at Los Angeles in Deoember of 1930, Dr. F. 
Zwiokyl pointed out that on purely classical oonsiderations, one 
would expeot that the ionizing power of a par~iole inore~ses wi~h 
decreasing charge if mass and kinetic energy are held the same. 
Consequently if we were to allow A, K+, and C&++ of the sa:m.e kinetie 
energy to impinge on argon atoms. the ionizing power must deorease 
as the net charge inoreases. Sinoe a method of obtaining an intense 
beam of Ca~+ has not yet been disoovered, the only way to oheok this 
theory was to make a oomparison bei:iWeen the efficienoies of A and K~. 
Dr. Otto Beeok2 and others had already made a rather careful set of 
investigations as to the ionizing power, and the energy required to 
cause ionization to set in--the "inset potentialtt--for most of the 
poaoiblo oo:mbina~iona of alkali iona in the noble gases. Consequently 
it required only a quantitative study of the ionization of one of the 
noble gases by its own atoms to give a preliminary cheok on the theory. 
Argon had proved to be the easiest of the commoner noble gases to handle 
for positive ion work, so it was ohosen for the preliminary work on 
atom bombardment. 
The possibility of the produotion of a beam of aooelerated atoms had 
been suggested by work by Kallman and Rosen3,4. They discovered that 
the probability of charge transfer is very great for gas ions moving 
in a gas of their own kind, and that the neutralization of the ions 
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ta.kos plaoe without alto1·ing l;he liramslatory energy of the moving ion. 
Consequently it is possible to obtain homogeneous beams of atoms at ener-
gies oonsiderably above those available by gas-kinetio methods. A 
4-. 
sketoh of the method used by Baaak is given in Figure 1. Argon ions 
were formed by eleotron impact in oh.amber I. These ions were accelerated 
between I and II to give the desired energy. In ohamber II, in which a 
pressure of argon was :maintained, a portion of the ion beam would be 
neutralised. A retarding field between II and III kept positive ions 
from reaohlng oha.mber III, and the oondenser between these ohambers was 
supposed to sweep out secondary electrons that might have been in the 
beam at that point. The ionization was measured by oolleoting the 
eleotrons formed onto the center plate of a guard ring condenser, whioh 
was connected to the string of a string eleotrometer. Beeek reported 
exceptionally intense ionization in the case ot both argon and neon 
when bombarded by argon atoms. In the case of argon. he observed 
approximately equal numbers ot "positives" and "negativestt, with nega-
tives predominating slightly; but in the case of neon he observed very 
few positives. He also found that the efficiency of the effect changed 
very little between 50 and 120 volts. It is significant to note here 
that theoe effeota oan be oxplainod on the basis of seoondary emiaaion, 
the experimental evidenoe for which will be described on page 25. 
Encouraged by his apparent success. Beeck5,6 proceeded to aonstruat a 
more elaborate, and more carefully designed, apparatus, which would 
allow the intensity of the atom beam to be measured, so that efficien-
oies could be computed. A schema.tic diagram of this apparatus is shown 




Argon ions were formed in ohambel"' A by electron impact. These diffused, 
along with the gas, through the slit l. The ions were then picked up 
by the cylinder ZJ which w-as made positive to 1 and 2, and the result-
ine heRm homogenized by the condensers k and k'. The oondenaors not 
only gave a beam of uniform velocity, but, by deflecting the beam out 
of direct line of the slit 1, radiation from the discharge chamber was 
prevented from reaching the chamber in which measurements took plaoa. 
As will be more clearly demonstrated later, the effect of the hot fila-
ment itself is small, but the effect of the radiation formed in the dis• 
cha.r2;e a.round the hot filament can be very large. 
The 'bhermoooup le waa oalibra Led by means of an 1on berun, which could be 
measured both thermally and electrically. Equal aocomodation ooeffioients 
:f'or neutrals and positives were then assumed in order to get a value for 
the intensity of the nentrA.l beam. The principle limitation of tho thor-
mooouple was one of sensitivity--it was impossible to get sufficient in-
tensity of atom beam to give a readable deflection from the thermocouple 
for energies less than 350 volts. 
The ionization of the gas was measured by measuring the electrons liber-
ated in the space between the plates of a parallel plate condenser. The 
actual collecting electrode, which was connected to the string of a 
Wulff electrometer, was protected by a guard ring to insure a uniform 
collecting field. The condenser platewwere protected by fine grids 
about a millimeter from the surface~ which could be :made nag at i ve with 
respect to the condenser plates in order to hold baok seoondary elec-
trons fo?1med by impact of scattered atoms on the plates. By measuring 
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the intensity of the atom beam, the intensity of the ionization in the 
gas, and the pressure, and knovring the length of path ovor which the 
atoms had acted in ionizing the gas, it was possible to obtain the ion-
ization efficiency of tr.e atom beam. This was computed a.s the number 
of ionizing collisions per centiraeter path per atom at a pressure of 
l nnn. of mercury at 0° c. Three points were obtained: at 350 volts, 
500 volts, and 650 volts. The data are plotted, in comparison with 
those of Rostagni, in Figure 2. 
The accuracy of the measurement of the intensity of the atom beam is 
certainly not vory great for the 350 volt point, but for the upper 
points the intensity of the beam could be obtained with considerable 
certainty. However, in light of later work it seer.i.s that we were too 
optimistic in assuming that we could take the entire electron current 
oollootod by -bho condonaor na a moaaure of the ionization in the cham-
ber. The grids, after all, have a finite area, and can give an appre-
ciable secondary emission. Furthermore, although the transverse field 
between slits 6 and 7 would turn any secondary electrons already in 
the beam to the left-hand condenser plate, yet secondaries formed at 
slit 7 would reach the final oha.rnber; and what is worse, the ion beam, 
which is deflected toward the right-hand plate, would strike that plate, 
knocking off electrons which '\Vould be picked up by the field and carried 
into the final chamber. Com.iequently the pruLa.liiliby is tha.t bhese 
results are some·what too high. 
At about the same time as this work was being done, Brasefield7, ap-
parently start~d off by Beeck's early work, attempted to measure the 
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work •vas done in a tube which was sealed off from the pumping system, 
so that it was useful only for measuring the effeot of atoms in their 
own gas. The initial ion beam was a.ooelerated by the same field which 
maintained the hot-cathode discharge, hence the homogeneity was bad on 
this accou:i.lt. Further.more, no precautions were taken to eliminate, or 
correct for, the effects due to radiation coming from the discharge 
direc-tly into his measuring chrunber. A1&o hls m<."Jasuring instruments--
galvanometers--did not have sufficient sensitivity to work at pressures 
low enough for the results to have quantitative significanoe. Quanti-
ta+.:i.vA work- requires law pressures in order that eQch ato:m. partake in 
no more than one collision, on the average. 
In a second paper8 , Brasefield repudiated most of the results of the 
earlier paper. In this case he '\'forked with an apparatus similar in 
design to 3eack's preliminary apparatus, but again accelerated his ion 
beam directly in the discharge,, and again used galvanometers. The in-
tensity of the neutral beam was calculated from a k:novrledge of the 
neutralisation cross section, and from the intensity of the ion beam 
coming from the discharge tube. Again his results have no quantita-
tive signifioance, but this time he worked over the various combina-
tions possible with argon, neon and helium, and found no measurable 
effect except in the case of the gas in its own kind. This tended to 
throw some doubt on Beeok' s results with argon in neon, though Brase-
field' s sensitivity was far less than that of Beeck. 
In his third paper9, ~rasefield attempted to evaluate smne of these-
condary affects. He was this time wmrking with a vaou'Ul11. tube electro-
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meter, which gave him ample sensitivity to do some precise work. Again, 
however, he failed to take account of the radiation formed in his dis-
charge tube. He allowed a mixed berun of ions, atoms, and photons, to 
strike a plate protected by a grid. By varying the potential on the 
grid, he could measure the emission of secondary electrons from the sur-
face of the electrode. Then he put on a transverse electrostatic field, 
which swept the ions out of the beam. The secondary emission which was 
left was attributed to the neutrals, and hence they were assigned an 
efficiency very much greater than that possessed by positives for this 
10,rl.. 
process. Actually, as shown by Rostagni, the coefficients of emission 
for argon atoms and for argon ions are approximately the same, and the 
experimental work described on page 23 leaves little doubt that the 
principle effect measured by Brasefield was due to argon radiation formed 
in the discharge. Radiation from the hot filament could not possibly 
account for such a differenoe. 
In a series of five paperslO,ll,lZ,l3 ,i4 , Rostagni describes a very elabo-
rate series of experiments on the processes connected with any study of 
neutral rays. He made careful measurements of the efficiencies of ions 
and of their corresponding; neutrals for emission of secondary electrons 
from metal si.u-faces £or ari:;on, neon, and heliulll, i'iuding Lhat.. t:J1.Love 100 
volts the values for ions differed but little from those for atoms. Be-
lO'W' 100 volts the coefficient of emission for a.toms drops off, becoming 
unmeasurable be law 20 volt::;; while for ion::; i.t 'l"emA.iTii::i of t:he SAJne n'l"r'IAr 
of magnitude down to the lov•ast point he measured--25 volts in argon, 
11 volts in neon, and 6 volts in helium. He found that the neutralisa-
tion of ions by striking a metal surface at grazing incidence was at 
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best a very inefficient process. He made careful measurements of the 
neutralisation cross sections for argon, neon, and helium positives in 
their own gases, finding that the neutralisation cross section increases 
to 20 volts, remains constant between 20 and 30, and then decreases 
gradually on out to 900 volts. With the assistance of all of these mea-
surements of accompanying phenomena, he made a careful study of the ef-
fioienoy of ionization for helium atoms in heliu.~, and for argon atoms 
in argon. His apparatus was similar to that descri~ed above, except that 
he deflected his beam through 30° before neutralisation. This gave him 
Fl.TI hnmoe;•n1Aous hAH.m, A.nil A.f: the se.mA time kept radiation from ree.ohing 
the measuring part of the apparatus. He determined the intensity of 
his atom beam by measurinr; the nwnberrof secondary electrons knocked 
out of a metal surface by it. He also checked his intensity by absorp-
tion measurements on the initial positive baron. He was able to take 
the secondary emission into account better than was done by '3eeok and 
the author, so that his results are probably quantitatively better than 
ours. Also, he was able to push down to much lower velocities than we 
were able to do with our thermocouple. The shape of hio ourvao---vrhioh 
3 
are shown in Figure ~ along with our data--seems a bit strange in light 
of the curves obtained for positive ions in argon; but further experi-
mental work, preferably using another method of measuring the intensity 
of the atom beam, if such can be devised, will be necessary to check 
this point. 
In the mean time the author was working on an appara:bus which would per-
mit a measurement of the inset potential for ionization of the noble gases 
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by bombardment by their own atoms and of other noble gas atoms. The 
exper:lment wn.s unnerta.k:An with the hope of' e~1enhu.1.lly re£i::ning the ap-
paratus to the point that it would be possible to measure any tlifference 
that might ooour in the inset potentials for the combinations Ne20_Ne20 
and Ne20-Ne22 • Since, on the classical pioture1 , if one rE·q.iires the 
conservation of momentum to be satisfied by the two massive particles 
before and after collision (neglecting the momenturn of the electron 
liberated), there will be enough energy available to produce ionization 
only when the energy of the bombarding particle is considerably greater 
thrui the olootron ionization potential. Tho :maximum onorgy available--
for direct impact--is equal to m1E/(m 1- m2) where m1 is the :mass of the 
atom struck,, m2 the :mass of the bombarding atom, and E the incident ener-
gy of the bombarding atom. In the oase for which Ill_ : m2 ~ WA see that 
the :maximum available energy on this theory is 0.5 the initial energy. 
In the oase of neon20 in neon22 the available energy would be only o.476 
of the initial energy. Hence the inset should be,, on this theory,, about 
five percent higher in the second case. Such an experiment would give 
us the possibility of checking just how good this simple picture of the 
process is. 
In order to insure an homoseneous beam, and to remove radiation effects 
from the measuring oha:r;o.ber, an electrostatic deflection method wast ried. 
The ion beam was deflected through 127° 17' by means of' a cylindrical 
condenser. This gives not only an energy separation, but also focusses 
ions of given enerby but slightly divergent direction15• The ion beam 
was then neutralised, the ions removed by a retarding field, and the 
resulting homogeneous atom beam used for the experiments. The ionization 
of the gas was to be detected by a balanced space charge detector, as 
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devised by Lawrence and Edlefson16 , and revised by Varneyl7 for similar 
mea(Surement:s on 'bho inaet potentials for poaitive alkali ions in the 
noble gases. The principle of the device is the following: a straight 
tungsten filament is run down the axis of a metal cylinder. The tungsten 
filament is heated electrically, and a small potential difference is 
applied betv<reen the filament and the cylinder. If the electron current 
is space ... charge limited, the introduction or anot;her electron by ioni• 
zation of any gas in the cylinder will not affect the current; but if a 
positive ion appears in the cylinder, it will be attracted tovrard the 
oenter. Sinoe, in general. it will hQve some component of velooity per-
pendicular to the plane defined by its position and the filament, the 
atom will, in general, spiral around the filament many times before it 
finally reaches it. During this comparitivaly long time, it will consider-
ably influence the space charge--sufficient, in fact, to neutralise, on 
the average, the effect of 30,000 to 40,000 electrons. This will change 
the current flowing between the filament and the cylinder quite consid-
erably. If t'wo of these chambers are balanced in the arms of a bridge, 
so that fluctuations of heating current and accelerating potential are 
pretty well balanced out, and the ionization which is to be measured 
allowed to occur in only one of the chambers, a very sensitive devioe 
is at hand for the deteotion of the E2_Siti~ io~ formed in the process. 
This has many ad'Vantages over the use of eleotroraeters or sensitive gal-
vanometers, .since it is rela-tbrely insen.sitive Lo oseco.utlary electroni:;. 
Varney had measured the inset potentials for the alkali ions in the 
noble gases with such a device with aonsiderable success. How·ever, the 
author found that his own apparatus--which was enclosed in a metal cham-
ber, and oonsequently could not be baked out--was so unsteady that with 
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the intensities available for the neutral beam, it was impossible to 
get quantitative results. The most intense beam of neon ions to reach 
the upper chamber was only of the order of io-11 amperes, and the neu-
tral beam was even more feeble. Even sending the baron directly into 
the space-charge measuring device, eliminating the velocity filter al-
together, did not give usable results vri th neon in neon--the only case 
tried with this apparatus. 
11a 
In the mean time Varney had applied his spaoe charge apparatus to the 
measurement of the inset potentials of neutral atoms in their own gas. 
+ 
He used an apparatus (Figure $) of much simpler design than that employed 
by the author, having only two narrow slits to cut down the intensity 
of the beam, and having the apparatus sealed in glass so that it was 
possible to bake out the space-charge cylinders, which very materially 
out down the unotoadineoo of the apparatus. F~s va.lues are shown in 
table 1, page 42. 
Next he set out to construct an apparatus which would allow him to use 
differential pumping, so that he could try using different gases for 
porjeotiles than used for targeiis. His apparatt~s we.s very similar in 
construction to Beeck' s original apparatus, except 11e used the space-
charge detector instead of the collecting condenser. In this case pho-
to eleotrons would cause no serious oonsequcncea. ~inoe the detector 
was sensitive particularly to positives. Hov;reverJ the extra slits so 
decreased his in·bensity, that he was barely able to get a measurable 
effect for arr;on in argon--the easiest oa.se--and could get no positive 







































the argon-argon case, he could come no closer than within ten percent 
of his earlier results. 
Vv.n1u:i1 ' os tllfi'luult.le::> lii thtj *'mixtitl 11 cases, coupled wit:b the faot that 
circumstances foreed him to abandon the field, made it seem feasible 
for the author to go ahead and attempt to measure at least some of these 
cases by another method~ alwa.y!'l w:i.t:h the hope t:he.t s:ufficdent sensiti-
vity could be obtained to allow a measurement in the cases of the neon 
isotopes. It was also important to try to clear up the discrepancies 
between the works of various experimenters in the field! particule•rly 
to account for Beeck•s preli~.inary results, showing ionization of neon 
by argon, and showing practically no velocity dependence of the ioniza-
tion of argon by argon; and to account for the discrepancy between 
Brasefield's and Rostagni's values for the coefficient for emission of 
electrons from :metal surfaceR by atom bombarnmAnt. 
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l. Production of the ion beam 
.S-
The ion beam was produced by electron bombardment in chamber I. (Figure 4) 
The electrons were emitted by a heated turi.gsten filament and accelerated 
tcward slit 1 by a .field applied between the filament and a grid G. The 
filaments used throughout all of this work consisted of spirals wound 
from 8 mil pure tungsten wire on a 20 mil piano wire mandrel. 5 mil piano 
wire was wound simultaneously with the tungsten, but held from the opposite 
side il1 order to keerp the rna.ndrel, which was turned from uol..h emls in a 
small vrinding machine, straight. A spiral about three inches long '\'V'ould 
be wound, and then mandrel, spacer, a.nd tungsten spiral were all placed 
in concentrated hydrochloric acid. This dissolved 011t +.he iron mA.ndl"Al 
and spacer, leaving a very uniform tung.sten spiral. This was cut in 1 cm. 
lengths to be used for filaments. These were mounted with nickel leads 
made from 30 mil nickel wire, the and of which was filed down in a lathe 
so that it would fit tightly into the end of the spiral. The spiral was 
spot..;\~elded to the nickel lead. This filament assembly was then welded 
across heavy nickel leads, attached to tungsten-pyre:x: seals through a 
ground joint which permitted the filament assembly to be removed for re-
placing the filaments. The grid was me.de by winding 5 m:ll tungate:r.. 11rire 
on an 8-32 ma.chine screv•, cutting the resulting spiral to the right length, 
and welding it along; one side to a 20 mil nickel wire. This, in turn, 
was welded to a support sealed throug,h the ground joint. This allowed the 
possibility of applying a different potential to the grid than was applied 
between the fll.i:urmnt and slit 1, althuugh this degree o.f freedom eventually 
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electron accelerating potential was applied between the filament and 
grid. The grid and filament were not mounted concentrically, the fila-
ment being mounted closer to the side of the grid which was just in 
front of slit 1. 
Slits l, 2, 3, and 4 were all 0.5 mm.. wide and 5 mm. long. Slit l vra.s 
8 mm. deep, while slits 2, 3, and 4 were 5 mm. deep. A high speed mer-
cury diffusion pump was connected to chamber II, so that there would be 
little neutralisation of the ions emerging from l in their passage be-
tween l and 2. This precaution was considered to be necessary, since 
no other device was used to homogenise the beam. Certainly the ions 
emerging from slit l would have only at most kinetic velocities, vrhen 
no potential was applied between l and 2, since any fields applied in 
chamber I would have pulled them towards the filrur~nt. 
2. Production of the Atom Beam 
'l'he ions emerging from I were accelerated by an electric field between 
l and 2. This aocelera.ted beam of 1 on~ the:n entered the 1'neu·!-;ralisation 
ohamber11 III. In this chamber a gas pressure could be maintained, allow-
ing a part of the ion beam to be neutralised by the process mentioned in 
the introduction. From slit 3 there emerged a mixed beam of positives 
and neutrals, from whioh the positives oould be removed by applying a 
retarding potential to slit 4. Slit 4 was either connected directly to 
1, so that the retarding field was equal to the accelerating field, or 
an additional 22 1/2 volt battery could be connected in to make absolute-
ly sure that no positives would res.oh the fino.l ohrunbor. Although ouoh 
a field removes the positives effectively enough, it acts as an aooeler-
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ating field for any electrons that might be in the berun due to secondary 
emission at various metal surfaces struck along the way. Consequently. 
a sm.all perraa:nent magnet was placed just above slit 3, in order to deflect 
any electrons out of the beam. 
3. Measurement of ionization 
Tvro different measuring chambers were used. The first (VA) turned out to 
be useful only in detemnining the origin of the most important secondary 
effects. This arrangement was a modification of that used by Sutton, 
') 
Mouzon, and Beeokw in their work on the ionization of gases by positive 
ion bombardment. A collecting ring CA' protected by a guard ring BA from 
impacts by the direct beam, was niade positive with respect to the grid 
GA. The fleltl bei,-vieen the collecting ring and !.;;he grid llrought any t>lec-
trons for.rr~d in the space between to the collector, but it also collected 
secondary electrons emitted from the grid and from the walls of the inner 
chamber, which was at the same potential as the grid. Electrical connec-
tion to the collecting plate was ma.de through brass rod, insulated from 
the metal chamber by amber bushings, and made vacuum tight with ceresin 
wax on the outside. 
The final measurements were taken with collecting head VB. In this appara .. 
tus a parallel plate collecting arrangement was used. In this case the 
shape of the Held in the neighborhood of the actual collecting plate was 
muoh more unifonn than with the preceding apparatus, and in addition a.11 
metal surfaces were protected by grids. The grids protecting the condenser 
plates were made 01· G mil nickel wire soldered to narrow brass frames. The 
wires were movnted 1 mm. apart, and the front of the grid was l mm. from 
the plate it covered. The grids were supported by pins extending from the 
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four corners and passing through small insulating bushings of B kelite 
a 
BT 61, which protruded 0.5 mm. beyond the front surface of the condenser 
plates. This 0.5 nun. plus the thiclaless of the brass frame, which was 
the same, gave the spacing of the grid from the condenser plate. 
The actual collecting plate PE was supported by a brass rod, which also 
formed the electrical connection to the outside, passing through a single 
amber bushing. This connection was made vacuum-tjght with ceresin wax on 
the outside of the apparatus. The brass rod supporting the central part 
of the condenser arrangement was surrounded by a brass tube which formed 
the support for the guard ring, and also formed an electrostatic shield 
for the electrometer lead. This tube vras led out of the vacuum chamber 
through a redmanol bushingt and waa elootrically oonneoted to the caao of 
the electrometer through the continuation of the electrostatic shield. 
The condenser arrangement was supported in a chamber inside of the vacuum. 
ohamber 9 which could be maintained at a different potential from the main 
chaw~er to keep secondary electrons formed on the walls of the outer chamber 
from reaching the collecting plates. A slit wa.s placed in the bottom of 
this inner chamber. When the il'l.ner chamber was made negative with respect 
to tho outer, electrons knocked off 0£ slit 4 by the atom bonm. oould be p:re-
vented from reaohir.i.g the measuring chamber. The inner chamber was supported 
on a ring of Bakelite BT 61, so that slits 4 and 5 were only 1 mm. apart. 
The electrical connections to the grids, condenser plates, and inner chamber 
were taken out through redmanol bushings. 
Above the grid G6~o different arrangements were used: the first consisted 
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o:f' a flat plate placed 1 mm. above the grid; the second merely did ai,•re.y 
with this plate, allowing the beam to strike the top of the vacuum cham-
ber. No signif'icant difference could be obtained by changing from one 
to the other, so most measurements vrere made with the plate removed. 
All surfaces except the grids and their frames were blackened with benzol 
soot. The grids and gri.d frames were blackened with Aquadag--aolloidal 
graphite in aqueous solution. This was to cut dmvn secondary emission by 
atom bombardment, and to cut down reflection of radiation from the various 
metal pa_.rfa:. The e;rid.R co11ld not. hA snntAn, s~ the h;:iat rd' the f'lrun.e was 
sufficient to warp them. 
4. Electrical measurements 
The electrometer used for the measurement of the electron current was a 
Wulff string electrometer 1 built for Beeck' s work vrith positives in the 
noble gases. This had a maximum sensitivity of 1000 scale divisions per 
volt, though was usually used at about half this sensitivity. The ea.pa.city 
of the electrometer circuit was calculated as approximately 50 centimeters. 
At full sensitivity, allO'Wing 40 seconds for a traverse of 2 scale divisions, 
a current of 3 x io-15 amperes could be measured. Actually, readings were 
kept below 20 seconds whenever possible, and a larger traverse--at least 
5 scale divisions--was usually used. The accelerating potential was mea-
sured by a Siemans-Halske volt meter, 300 ohms per volt. This meter was 
calibrated against a Weston standard cell ~y means of a Brooks deflection 
potentiometer with volt box made by Leeds and Northrup. The standard oell 
was calibrated by Dr, Dunnington against cells whose values were knroi.rn. 
The meter was found to read 0.3 volt high in the region between 40 and 60 
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volts. The insets for argon in argon, krypton, and xenon were found to 
bo in thio region. Thia oorrootion wo.o nogligoo.blo £'or tho o.,.ror£.1.ll ae-
curacy of the measurements. In the region between 100 and 150 volts both 
scales used were found to be between o.a and 1.1 volts high. This also 
is ne~ligeable for the accuracy of the measurements me.de in this region. 
The electron acceleration and ion acceleration potentials were supplied 
b;y a bank of Exide 6 CTM storage batteries. These batteries have a low 
capacity, about 15 ampere hours, but proved to be very steady for the 
small drains used in this work. Other potentials were furnished by radio 
11 B" batteries. 
5. Method of handling gases 
The ~ases were adrrdtted to the various chambers through Smythe leaks18 from 
300 cc. gasometer bulbs for argon and neon. The gasometer bulbs were filled 
from liter flasks of the gas obtained from the Air Reduction Sales Company. 
The gases were bought in pure form, and no further attempt to purify them 
was made. However, between the leaks and the apparatus, a liquid air trap 
was placed, in order to remove grease vapors and mercury vapor from the 
gases. The krypton and xenon were left over from bulbs brought by Beeck 
from Ger:many--e. gift to him from the Linde irrorks. Since the gases had been 
sealed in by stopcocks for several years~ their purity was tested spectro-
scopically before they were used. The only contanination found ·was mercury 
vapor, which the trapping system did not completely remove from the dis-
charge tube. These gases were passed through a co2 trap before being used, 
as liquid air would condense them out. 
The pressures used in chambers I and III were measured by vibration gauges. 
Such a gauge consists of a flat quartz fiber about 0.2 mm. by l nnn. and a• 
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bout 6 cm. long. One end has a slight globule melted on, the size depend-
ing on the pressure rani:::e in which the i:;aw;e is to operate. The other end 
is fastened to a projection from the wall of a tube, so that the fiber hangs 
vertically dO'WllVm:rd. A magnetfoally operated ha:mmer allovrs the fiber to be 
set into vibration, and the time for the vibration to damp down to half amp-
litude is measured. These gauges can be calibrated against a :McLeod to give 
very reproducible results ln !::l. 50 l'ulu pn:ns~u.re 1·w1t;t:J• Iu lihls e.ppare.Lus 
the readings of the pressure gauges whioh oorresponded to maximum emission 
were obtained empirically, and used in adjusting the leaks, without any 
lil.ttempt at obtaining the abso1ntA value of' tha pressu.1·A. Tn thA mAH1mrine; 
cha:mber, hovrever, the pressure was rr~asured on a McLeod gauge calibrated 
b:'/ Beeck. The McLeod was co:rmected to the chamber through a trap which was 
cooled by liquid air for work with argon and neon, and with a mixture of 
alcohol and solid co2 for krypton and xenon. 
When the gas in the top chamber differed from that used for producing the 
atom beam, it was impossible to use a sufficiently high pressure in the neu-
tralising chamber to insure the maximum efficiency of neutralisation, since 
the interdiffusion would oontaminate the gas being bombarded. Consequently, 
the pressure in the neutralisation oharnber was adjusted to suoh a value that 
the pressure in the upper oh.amber was at most 2 x io-4 nun. of Hg, when no 
gas was admitted directly to that ohani~er. Since the lowest pressures used 
in the upper chamber were 2 x io-3 mm. of Hg, the contamination was kept 
to 10 percent or less. 
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Measurements 
l. Collecting head A 
This arrangement proved to be useful particularly in locating the exact 
nature of the most troublesome of the sources of secondary electrons which 
tended to mask the measurement of the actual ionization in the gas. As 
will be noted from a look at the diagram of the apparatus 1 only the surface 
which the direct beam of atoms struck was protected by a grid. Consequently 
any secondary electrons knocked off the side walls by scattered atoms or by 
irnatt.ered rs.rl1ati on would bA na.ptnred b;ir thA nnll Antn'Y'. 'i'hA most discon-
certing thing in attempting to make measurements with argon atoms in argon 
was -~he copious emission of electrons that took place for atom beams with 
energies even below the value found by Varney for the inset. This emission 
seemed to be practically independent of the presence or absence of the 
residual positive ions in the beam, even when the positive ion current was 
greater than the intensity of the neutral berun could possibly have been. 
Consequently it was suspected that radiation must be the principle cause. 
The filament did not give sufficient photoelectric effect even t.o be mea.-
sureable on the electrometer at the sensitivities used--about 500 scale 
divisions per volt, which allowed currents as feeble as 1 x io-14 to be 
measured. However, as soon as electrons were accelerated with sufficient 
energy to ionize, and incidentally, also to excite 1 the argon in the lower 
chamber, the effect began to show up. Consequently it was assumed that the 
principle offender was the resonance radiation of the argon. To check this 
hypothesis, a series of measurements was taken with various conditions in 
the upper oharnber 1 and with only radiation and 60 volt positives boniliarding 
it, since chamber III was evacuated. With no gas admitted to the upper 
chamber, a potential of 20 volts applied to the upper plate reduoed the 
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current collected on the collector to 16 per cent of its original value, 
with the plate at the same potential as the grid. WHh ari;:on at a pressure 
of' 8 x io-3 in the upper chamber, and the same bombarding; beam, tv{enty 
volts applied to the plate reduced the current collected only to 73 per cent 
of its value with the plate e.t the same potential as the grid. With neon 
in the upper chamber, at a pressure of 1.5 x 10-2 :mm. of Hg, a potential 
of 20 volts on the plate reduced the current collected to 34 per cent of the 
initial value. The large amotmt of emission apparently coming from the 
body of the gas in the argon-argon case could not possibly have been due 
to ionization of the gas, because even if the beam had been neutralised 
in chamber III, the ionization at 60 vol~s had been found to be only a 
small fraction of the background. And in this case the neutral component 
rm.1st have been very small indeed. The positives could have oaused no ion-
ization, as Wolt19 has found that ionization of argon by argon ions does 
not set in until the ions 11a.va about :suu vol ts energy. Consequently the 
effect must be explained by scattering of the ion beam and of the argon 
radiation. Sinoe cutting off the positive beam rr.ade only a small differ-
ence in the total effect measured, the radiation is left as the principle 
offender. The most rational explanation is that the argon radiation is 
absorbed by the argon, and re-emitted·in all directions, knocking second-
ary electrons off the side walls. Neon, on the other hand. would shov{ no 
such selective preference for argon radiation, and consequently would not 
give nearly as strong an e1'1'ect i'ron the side ·11valls. 
The fact that the argon resonanoe radiation is in the extreme ultraviolet 
makes it exceedingly effective in knocking off photoolo<!lltrono. Tho oopiou.a 
emission of these secondaries by the radiation explains Brasefield's spur-
ious results as to the coefficient of emmission of electrons by neutral 
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argon atoms impinging on a metal surface, as v1ell as accou..."lting for the 
apparently copious ionization of both arr,on and neon found by Beeck in an 
apparatus completely unprotected as far as photo emission was concerned. 
The fact that for argon i.n arc;on he measured aloost as many positives as 
negatives is explained by the fact that, if the collecting field is such 
as to remove the photoelectrons from the plate connected to the electro-
meter, the string will oe charged up positively. Consequently the only 
difference betvrean "positives" and nee;atives will be due to the extra secon-
dary negatbres formed elsewhere.. In the case of' neon he would observe few 
"positives",. because the neon would not be very efficient in scattering the 
radiation to the condenser plates, even at high pressures, and the pressures 
he used i,vere of the order of a fev; times io-3 mm. Hg. Hawe'Ver, there must 
have been a fair number of photoelectrons emitted i'rom the 11grid 11 at the 
top of the condenser-chamber, as it was constr"J.cted of a piece of bronze 
window screen made of qult;e he!;j.vy wLre. 
2. Collecting head B 
a. Methodology 
As was mentioned in the description of the construction of this apparatus, 
the major surfaces were covered by grids i'fhich could be made negative with 
respect to the surfaces in order to hold back electrons knocked off. Con-
sequently the first thing to do 1."tas to determine the correct potentials to 
apply to lnsur1;1 l..ht.1 opLlmwa conditions. 
With all of' the grids connected to the plates which they covered, the effect 
of the collecting potential between the condenser plates was studied. This 
was done in the following; manner: a collecting; potential of 30 volts was 
taken as a standard. With a beam of argon atoms bombarding the chrunber, 
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which contained argon at a pressure of a fe'/'t thousandths of a nun. of mer-
cury,, ·che time required to charge up the c(;m~er portion of the right hand 
plate--which was connected to the strins; of the electrometer---from +0.05 
vol ts to -0.05 volts was measured. Then the collecting potential 1vas 
changed to l 1/2 volts and the time fo:r collecting; the same charge was 
measured. Immediately the collecting potential was returned to 30 volts,, 
and the rate of charging up of the electrometer measured again. If the 
"standard11 had not changed appreciably, a new collecti:a.g potential was 
tried, and so on, each time coming back to the 30 vob point for a stan-
dard. In working up the data, the curr@rrrt: ~ollected for a 30 volt oolleot--
ing potential was taken as unity, and the other values compared to it. 
J1.n average of the 30 volt readings before and after ea.ch other reading 
was used in com:putimg ·the ratios. The current collected at 30 volts tended 
to drop with time, due to the gradual decrease in pressure in the various 
cht1.mul;}n; tlB Lh~ pressure in the gasometer bulbs dropped: the slits in 
this apparatus were, after all, pretty large, and consequently it used quite 
a lot of gas. 11Saturation11 curves for grids at o, 6 and 12 volts negative 
wi+.h rP.spA!"Ot to the eondanser plates GI.re sh01.v11 in Figure $. Tho 6 and 12 
volt curves were taken no further than 30 volts, since in general it was 
deemed advisable to keep the collecting potential so lm~ that the electrons 
accelerated by this field would not have sufficient energy to ionize the 
gas. The actual collecting potential used for most of the final measure-
ments vre.s only 12 volts, wllich will be seen to nearly 90 per cent of 
saturation. though in no case was any significant difference found with 30 
volts collecting potential. Since the purpose of the experiment was to 
measure inset potentials, it was more important to keep dovrn secondary 
effects to a minimum than ":;o be sure that every liberated electron w·as 
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potential fixed is sh~ilm in Figure 6, hence it is clear that grid poten-
tial:s betvleen 6 and 12 volti:; would be suf'f'ioient to hold be\ck tlie i:;tHJUll• 
daries emitted from the condenser plates. 
1'he upper was normally made 22 1/2 volts positive wH;h respect to 
the grid, vrl1ich proved suffioient to hold baok the secondary electrons 
emitted from its surface. Here it was not considered necessary to keep 
the electron acceleration bel~n the ionizing potential of the gas, since 
electrons formed would be pulled toward the plate, and not into the rnea-
curing sp~oe. Slit 5 wao ma.do nogativo with rospoot to slit 4, 45 volt5 
proving sufficient to give a minimtun of secondaries. 
In spite of all of these preoa.utions, secondary electrons still formed a 
fa.:i.r percentage of the measured effects. However, with optimum conditions 
in the upper cha...mber, it was possible in several cases to get effects that 
seem attributable only to ionization of the gas by atom collision. AH;hough 
the actual measurements wore ta.ken collecting negatives, in all cases ex-
cept neon in neon a check run was made collecting positives to be sure 
that they were present. Since it required 60 volts collecting potential to 
get even close to saturation for positives, it was deemed advisable not to 
attempt to collect them for an actual determination of the inset potential, 
since the electrons, both primary and secondary, had plenty of energy to 
ionize the gas themselves. An.y attempts to oollect positives with low 
enough collecting potentials to assure no ionization by the electrons 
proved to give such small currents that no good determination of ·the inset 
001ild be made .. 
Runs were made as quickly as possible, in order to avoid changes in pressure, 
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and fluctuations due to warping of the filament as the supports got heated. 
Considerable practice ~~s required before it was possible to get runs in 
which the ti::ne element was not serious. It was found to be impossible 
to reduce data taken at different pressures to a common basis by any method 
of correction that presented itself, so data were plotted run for run~ and 
the inset potential obtained from comparing various runs. The data were 
taken by assuming a point, which a preliminary run showed to be below the 
inset as a standard. A value for this accelerating potential was taken, 
the accelerating potential changed, and the current to the collecting plate 
measured again~ whereupon the accelerating potential wns returned to the 
nstandard" value. If this had not changed appreciably, the run vras con-
tinued. If the current collected at the 11 standard11 points drifted slowly 
dm'lnward, as would be expected from decreasing pressures, the run was used. 
If, however, the 11 standard11 was erratic, or drifted very rapidly,, so that 
interpolation was dangerous, the run was thrown out. Runs were taken with 
various pressures of the gas being bombarded in the final chamber, and with 
c.h 
various conditions in the dis.hearge tube. Values for the insets obtained 
for difforont preosureo were in agreement with eQoh othor to tho limits to 
which the curves could be read. For very low pressures the total effect of 
the ionization was so small that the slopes of the curves obtained were 
too small to allm• an accurate location of the potential. Also, for low 
pressures, the effect of the residue of argon in the upper chamber wa.s 
appreciable. 
h. Argon in argon 
Argon in a.q;on wa:s :studi·~d for two rcasom.H due to the oomparitivoly high 
efficiency of ionization for argon neutrals in argon, it was ideal for 
getting used to handling the apparatus. In addition, Varney had already 
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measured this oase by another method, and it would give a good check of 
the accuracy of this method. However, argon not only gave the largest ion-
ization currents, but also the largest absolute value for the background. 
Although considerable care had been taken to keep down the unprotected sur-
face to a minimum~ still there was enough to furnish a considerable emission 
of secondaries. Al though many runs were ma.de w:i.th argon in getting; used 
to the apparatus, very 1.ittle data were taken under the conditions set 
up as necessary to be fulfilled for a useable run. None of the runs taken 
vrere out of line with the "useable runs", all giving an indication that 
ionization set in in the neighborkood of 50 vol·hs. The 17rro runs which 
fulfilled the required conditions for steadiness and speed are given in 
Figure i. It will be seen that the check with Varney's value of 48 volts 
;t 2 vol"t;s is excellent--so good that further work with argon in argon 
was deemed unnecessary. In working with argon in argon, the background 
was so large that the eleotrometer had to be used at rather low sensiti-
vities in order that the time of traverse of 20 scale divisions could be 
measured with accuracy. Consequently the sensitivity for measuring ioni-
zation 1•ra.s considerably cut. For argon in argon, the usual charge collected 
was 0.1 volt, while the largest charge collected in other cases was half 
that, and frequently r~uch less than half. The time required to charge 
up the electrometer to the required amount was always kept betv1een 5 and 
40 seconds, but in general it was adjusted to be betw-een 15 and 20 seconds 
for the background, since this allovled rapid work, and at the same time 
considerable accuracy in handling the stop watch. The electrostatic ca-
pacity of the system was estimated to be between 30 and 50 centimeters. 
In general, data were plotted in percentages of the backgroi.md, since 
that gives a good idea of the reliability, and the absolute value is of 
no consequence for measuring insets. 
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c. Neon in neon 
The e.fflult:muy uf lonlzt:J.b1un for mrnn mmLn:1.ls stH:wis Lo 1.Je exoeedl.ugly 
small, and in addition it is more dif'.fioult to get an intense beam of 
neutrals. In the only curve obtained for this case, Figure~, it is 
BAen that the rise above the background is very small. The liklihood of 
making a. measurement of the inset for neon in neon with any degree of pre-
cision with this apparatus is seen to be sma.11. Certainly it would have 
been impossible to detect the small difference to be expected for the 
different isotopes with the small amount of naon22 available. Since Var-
nay's result of 78 volts should be morr3 accurately deteirmined than 1:Auy lihlng 
that could be done vrith this apparatus, no attempt vra.s made to do more 
work 1rri th neon in neon. 
d. Argon in neon 
The first evidence for atoms of one gas ionizing another 'W'aS obtained in 
the case of argon atoms in neon. Curves a, b and c, Figurel9, gave promise 
that there was a real effect. Curve d, ta.ken at a much higher pressure 
than the other curvesJ gives very definite evidence of ionization, and a 
fair indication of the inset. From these curves the inset is estimated to 
be in the neighborhood of 130 volts. This set of curves was taken with the 
collecting potAntil'll At :.:SO voltsJ gridR 12 volt::i, and the eleotro:n a.ooeler-
ation in the discharge tube at 40 volt1,for b, c, and d, and at 50 volts 
for a. The pressure of neon in the upper chamber vras about 4.5 x io•3 mm. 
Hg for a, 9.5 x 10-3 for b, 4.5 x io-3 for c, and 1.6 x io-2 for d. It was 
found in general that the effect went up with increase in pressure, though 
the background also rose. However, pressures in the disbharge tube and 
neutralisation chai~ber also had their effects in changing the relative in-
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to tho buokground ua unity. Proliminury oxporimonto indiontod tho.t thoro 
was no evidenoe of ionization below 120 volts. In order to be absolutely 
sure that the effects measured were not due to the residual argon in the 
,, 
upper chamber, a ru..~ was taken over this energy range--see Figure te:--
the flatness of which leads one to conclude that the effect in neon isreal. 
e. Argon in xenon 
Due to the small amount of gas available, the number of runs which could 
be made for argon in xenon was distinctly limited. Figure 11. a shows 
the results of a preliminary run taken with 10 volt intervals. Curve l'l.. b 
was taken shortly after vd th 5 volt intervals in the hope of getting a 
better meesure of the inset, but the intensity of the init:i.al atom beai.u 
had dropped in the mean time. The xenon pressures ware about 4 x io-3 mm. 
'V' 10-3 Hg in case a, and 3.5 A in case b. Trouble with the gasometer system 
forced the runs to be stopped, and resumed a fevr days later. The McLeod 
gauge was out of' order for these runs, so the pressure was not knOYm ex:-
c shows the relative effects for the first of these runs. Something went 
wrong with the filament for the second, so a oomplete run could not be 
taken. HO'uever both gave a definite indication of a break between 55 and 
60 volts, as shown so clearly in curve c. Sufficient gas was not at hand 
further to check these values. The collecting potential used in all of 
these runs was 30 volts, the grid potentials 12 volts, and the electron 
acceleration in the disnharge, 40 volts. 
f. Argon in krypton 
Here a.gain the small amount of gas available made rapid work absolutely 
eAseni;ial. Unfortunately about half the gas had been wasted in attempting 
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to get results with an intermittant ground in the filament circuit. How-
ever, the set of runs shown in Figure 11 more than Tl1$.de up for the previous 
difficulties. Curve a was taken hurriedly at 10 volt intervals to establish 
the region in which it was worth while to look for the inset. Curve b vras 
then taken--these two ou:rves were both taken at a rather low pressure to 
-3 
conserve gas, about 3.3 x 10 mm. of Hg;--at 5 volt intervals to fix the 
inset more closely. Then the pressure viras raised to 7 x io-3 and curve c 
taken at five volt intervals. The flatness of the curve below 50 volts 
intlloat6d that inset must occur at that point or above, so curve d was ta-
ken with 2 volt intervals. The pressure was beginning to fall rapidly 1 so 
no further ourves were taken. All the curves are plotted on the same scale 
of' currents oolleoted,, taking as the value for the hank:ground the average 
of the background readings throughout the run, and taking as the oa.pactty 
of the system 5 x 10-ll farads, which was estiTI1$.ted to be an upper limit 
to the capacity. Although the :major differences in background are probably 
due to the differences in pressure in the measuring chamber, the emission 
may very well have dro.tJ_tJ!:ld B\JIJltj throughout the sequence of runs. Immediately 
after the last run, all of the gas was turned off, and the system allowed to 
pu.~p down to a pressure of about io-5 mm. of Hg as estiTI1$.ted from the McLeod, 
which 1<ras exceedingly insem:tt:ivA :in th:is region. Then the stopcocks leading 
from the leaks to chambers I and III were opened and the system allowed to 
corn.a to equilibrium. The pressure in the upper chamber vras found to be 
2 x io-4 mm. of Hg. The filament was then turned on and a background set 
of readings tak:en. This is plotted to scale in Figure 14 a.long with curve d. 
It is obvious from this comparison that the inset for ionization of krypton 
by argon in the neighborhood of 50 vol"bs is real. Also the shape of the 
background curve leaves little doubt as to the reality of the effect in xenon, 
even though the inset is not so sharp as in krypton. 
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Discussion of results 
The conolusions to be dra.vm :from the work vdth arrangement A have already 
been discussed in detail on page 25. Cha.~ber B afforded the possibility 
of measuring the inset potentials for ionization of argon, neon, krypton, 
and xenon by argon neutrals. The existence of ionization in all of these 
oases is believed to be conclusively demonstrated. The oheok with Varney's 
value for argon in argon makes this work direct~.y co:m:pa:rable1 with his in 
comparing the variation of inset potential with change of particles. Eis 
results a.re given in p:>,rentheses in table 1 11 while those of' this work are 
given without parentheses. It is interesting to note that the inset poten-
tial rises as we progress from the diagonal, as vrould be predicted on the 
sirr:ple theory as expounded by Zvricky. The actual value for the inset in 
the case of argou. in neon cannot be taken too seriously, as the :rise of the 
curve is so slow that the true inset may be somevrha.~.; lower than the value 
of 130 volts estimated from the graphs. The value for argon in :xenon is 
considerably better, though it is true that curve b suggests that there may 
be ~o~~ effect bolm« tho 56 volte asai5nod to tho ineot. Tho ~pparont 0£-
fect may, however, be due to the argon background, since the xenon pressure 
in this case vras rather low. The case for argon in krypton is certainly 
the most clean out. Here there can be no quest:i.on that a very marked effect 
sets ill just above 50 volts. 
Ir.. discussing measurements of inset potentials one of the principle bones 
of' contention is the relative sensiti·vities of the balanced space charge 
method and the electrometer methods. If we compare the results obtained by 
Varney and those obtained by the author, some light is thrown on this ques-
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of the noble gases in themselves, with the exception of helitun in helh:un. 
In this a.ppar~tus, the small number of slits allowed a "Very intense berun of 
neutrals to be employed. As soon as he increased the number of slits, with 
a cnnsequent diminution in hA was cml~r a.Lle to check his resl;.lto 
i11 argon to 5 volts, and could obtain nothing definite for argon in krypton 
or xenon. The author's apparatus must have had an inherently greater sensi-
tivity than Varney's, since, in spite of the small intensity of the atom 
beam, Varney 1 s earlier result for argon in argon was re~uced, and ioniza-
tion was detected for ar@on in neon, krypton, and xenon. Had the author been 
able to use beans of the intensity used in Varney' s earlier work, it is pro-
bable that the results with neon would have been much more satisfactory. 
Always there is the question as to whether or not the insets are truly sharp 
at these value~ so far above the electron ionization potentials. The results 
in the first cases tended to support the hypothes$s that the inset was not 
sharp~ but the data for argon in krypton certainly favor the hypothesis of 
sharp insets. If we ·were to talce curve 1J c, itfo might be tempted to extra-
polate back to 52 volts as the sharp inset. However, virhen a 52 volt point 
was taken, cu!"ITe 1% d, it is seen to make the curve svring in to the background 
instead of cutting it sharply. It is true that the probability of ionization 
must rise rapidly betvreen 50 and 55 volts, but the data still do not preclude 
the possibility of some ionization even at much lower potentials. In order 
to gain further info:r:mation 011 this poil:t it would 1ie enlightening to work 
with a systerri in which the bee.m was homogenised by a good velocity filter, 
whicll in turn would remove all of the radiation. 'l'he problem of intensity 
could probably be met by using a Yacmun tube electrometer for measuring the 
ionization. This might also permit the possibility of making measurements 
of sn:me rlf' the other ccmbine.tions, particuli;:,rly some of those using neon as 
a bombarding agent. 
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